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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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My name is Toni Chen. I was born June 24, 1990 in San Francisco. I’ve always had an interest 
in art and being a creative person, but always as a hobby. Growing up, my parents stressed 
the importance of getting a good education. From K-12, this translated as, “You have to get 
into a good college to get a good job.” During high school, my schedule was booked with 
extracurriculars, music lessons, AP classes, SAT prep, Kumon, Kaplan, and part-time jobs or 
volunteer work. While this was enough to spur typically teenage angst, I do appreciate how 
far my parents were willing to go to ensure my future was bright. But having all these things to 
do, I felt like I rarely had time for my hobbies. I would stay up until 5 am just to paint. When 
school was out for the summer, I would sit at a laptop and play MMORPGs (massive multi-
player online role playing games) until 8 am, effectively reversing my normal sleep schedule. 

I loved playing games and painting, but neither were a viable career option to me as I was 
going into college. While I was getting my B.A. in media arts and computing at the University 
of California in San Diego, I explored graphic design as career option. It was interesting and 
fun to start, but it didn’t feel like a great fit for me. Also, I found my education from UCSD 
extremely lacking and dated, and decided to find an education that fit my interests better. 
I looked up AAU’s game design course and was convinced enough to graduate early from 
undergrad and enroll for AAU’s spring semester.

My original goal was to finish up my thesis and then find a job in the game industry. But I 
ended up finding a full-time job as UI/UX designer around the same time I decided to rethink 
my thesis. I’ve done a few internships in the game industry, and am still unsure if it’s a path I 
want to continue to take. When I started this program, I wanted to be a level designer. But as 
I’m finishing up, I know I want to continue my path as a UI/UX designer. Whether or not that 
path somehow lends itself to the game industry, I’m glad I’ve had the time to explore it as an 
option.



TONI CHEN

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

UI/UX DESIGNER
Karmic Partners, LLC.
May 2015- Current

• Consulted for Ruvixx and Reflektive as a user experience designer to improve
  the usability of their products
•  Redesigned all of Ruvixx for the version 2 beta release by restructuring its 
  core features that allow Ruvixx to appeal to a wider range of audiences
  through dedicated workflows and more usable interfaces
•  Created marketing collateral and high fidelity mock-ups for Reflektive and
   Ruvixx to increase sales and clarify ideation to clients
•  Produced interactive prototypes and design specifications for engineering
  teams to communicate design solutions that eliminated unnecessary pages
  and extraneous interface elements 
•  Actively participated in defining product goals and user personas to keep 
   team focused on user goals

FREELANCE DESIGNER
Zuca, Kuia,
Autumn Studios
Jun 2014-May 2015

•  Developed and presented design proposals to clients for projects ranging 
   from website design, marketing collateral, to complete branding and logo
   creation
•  Conceptualized design through wireframes, translated business goals into 
   logos and design schemes, created visual assets for mobile products, 
   website development, assistance in print and media circulation

ARTIST/QA TESTER
Tynker
Sep 2014-May 2015

•  Illustrated new assets for various modules to update products and media 
   gallery to elevate user retention. Assets include characters, animations, 
   backgrounds, game objects and UI elements
•  Researched educational standards for specific grades and created lesson 
   content to be used as templates for teachers and students
•  Improved products by actively testing lesson plans and by maintaining a 
   detailed document to track all known bugs and issues for engineers

SOFTWARE

PROTO.IO
AXURE RP
INVISION
BALSAMIQ

PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATOR
INDESIGN
ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE

HTML
CSS
OBJECTIVE-C
SWIFT

WEBSITE
www.tonichen.design

MOBILE
(415)-786-5619

EMAIL
itonichen@gmail.com

EDUCATION

MASTERS OF ART (2016)
Game Design
Academy of Art University
San Francisco, CA

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION (2014)
iOS Mobile Development
Make School
San Francisco, CA

BACHELORS OF ART (2011)
Media Arts, Computing Emphasis
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA

Created an educational mobile
game suite for my thesis project,
aimed at improving basic math,
learning Mandarin, and training
basic cognition skills for toddlers.

Learned about producing my own mobile
game through XCode, Git, and learned 
how to code in Objective-C. My iOS 
game, “Zombie Critters” is currently in 
the Apple app store for free download.

Received an education based on the 
hybridity of media arts and computing 
and gained exposure to filmography,
Adobe programs, and programming, 
such as HTML, CSS, and Java.

User experience and interface designer with a strong background in game design and mobile development. Experience
in designing a product from concept to completion within both lean and agile methodologies. Extensive knowledge of
best practices for both web and mobile that allows for designs to be both aesthetically-pleasing, efficient and functional.
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Many samples of my portfolio focus on level design and production. 
However, halfway through my graduate career, I decided to change 
my thesis from level design to mobile game development. This change 
led me to explore different art styles and pushed me to delve more
into the developmental side of creating mobile games. I learned to 
code in Objective-C and Swift and learned how to ship a game to the 
app store. Overall, my portfolio samples will show this progression 
from 3D level design towards mobile game development.

PORTFOLIO SAMPLES



SENTINEL PROJECT

My GAM 602 final project, this project was done using Unreal Development Kit assets and 
engine.The main focus of this project was the boss fight at the end of the level. The stage for 
this boss fight featured interactive pillars that can be knocked into the boss to cause damage. 
However, the boss would track player movements via triggers on the stage, and attack with a 
volley of missiles and explosives, making this level a true challenge for any player.

5

FALL 2012

Sentinel Boss: Rigged Together using UDK Assets (UDK)

Level Progression Chart showing Game Mechanics (Illustrator)
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SENTINEL PROJECT FALL 2012

Boss Stage (UDK)

Kistmet Scripts: Robotic Cat Behavior & Chandelier Puzzle Mechanic (UDK)

All animations, game mechanics, such as puzzles and obstacles, were coded using the visual 
programming feature within Unreal Development Kit, known as Kismet. To see a full level 
walkthrough, go to this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwV0_qSY0-k
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TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

Level Select Area (UDK)

This was my original thesis project that focused on level design and player autonomy. I made 
basic models using Maya 3D and imported them as .fbx files to be used in UDK. The project 
would allow players to play the three levels in any order and depending on the triggers they 
would interact with in each level and the order in which the levels were played in, the 
subsequent level would be tailored to their decisions. One of the deciding factors for my 
decision to change my thesis idea was that I did not feel confident in finding a job with only 
knowing UDK 3, and with UDK 4 being released, I did not feel it worthwhile to invest another 
year into an engine that was going to be replaced, and UDK 4 was not free at the time. 

Shipwreck Hologram (UDK) Weapons Factory Hologram (UDK) Space Station Hologram (UDK
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TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

Preproduction Document: Triex Concept (Illustrator)

In preparation for this project, I created pre-production documents to plan out the gameplay 
and level flows. It was integral to understand how the player’s choice could consequently 
change mechanics in each level. Part of the preproduction process also involved planning out 
the base level template I would be using for the various player experiences. I had three areas 
a player could explore: the planetarium (later renamed as the space station), the weapons 
factory, and the ship wreck. The idea was that the player would pick a level to play in any 
order they want, and depending on the order, the subsequent levels would change slightly 
depending on the triggers that were activated in the previous levels.
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TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

Planetarium Level Map with Player Walkthrough and Game Mechanics Summary (Illustrator)

Weapons Factory Level Map with Player Walkthrough and Game Mechanics Summary (Illustrator)
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TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

Ship Wreck Level Map with Player Walkthrough and Game Mechanics Summary (Illustrator)

Player Objective From Robot NPC (UDK, Illustrator)
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TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

In-Game User Interface Menu Mock-Up (UDK, Illustrator)

In-Game User Interface Saving Game Mock-Up (UDK, Illustrator)



TRIEX THESIS PROJECT FALL 2013

Kismet Script: Level Interdependency and Loading
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DYSTOPIA SPRING 2013

Lower Hangar Bay: Rendered Game Scene (UDK)

Lower Hangar Bay: In Editor (UDK) Small Props (Maya 3D)

Dystopia was a team project from the class GAM 651. Together, with a team of 3D artists, 
team lead, and myself as a level designer, we collaborated to create a cohesive level that 
corresponds with the story we thought out. My role for this project was to build out the level 
using 3D assets from the team. I created level flows and preliminary block outs to help plan 
and visualize the project. I also helped support the art team by modeling a few small props in 
Maya 3D. As we moved closer to our final deadline, I was able to explore particle creation in 
UDK. For this project, I created a mist particle and a fire particle through UDK’s Kismet 
language.

13



MOBILE USER INTERFACE BUTTONS FALL 2013

During GAM 190, I learned the importance of creating different types of windows for mobile 
interfaces and how to stylize buttons to fit different themes. I created conceptuale assets for 
made up games and explored different kinds of effects in both Adobe Photoshop and Adobe 
Illustrator.

Mobile Casino Popup Window (Illustrator, Photoshop)

Mobile Game UI: Cartoon Style (Illustrator) Mobile Game UI: Wood Style (Photoshop)
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MINI MONSTERS SPRING 2015

For one of my classes, focusing on mobile UI design, I created a match-3 game concept 
(similar to Candy Crush). The deliverables included: a settings button, a pause button, a score 
UI, a point system, and a timer. I created all the assets in Illustrator. The “monster” theme was 
chosen so I could have creativity over the characters and design assets that were unique, yet 
simple.

Mini Monsters Screen Mock Ups (Illustrator)

Mini Monsters Characters (Illustrator)
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My growth portfolio consists of additional work I completed from 
internships, freelance opportunities, and from my time at MakeSchool.
This shows how my interest in mobile games developed and the steps
I took to understanding how educational mobile games have a place
in the gaming sphere. 

GROWTH PORTFOLIO



GSN: COSMIC SUGAR SLINGO SPRING 2014

1

2 The reel symbols in the winning combo will turn and reveal a bingo
number, thereby becoming bingo balls themselves.

Pay-lines will appear brie�y when the reel spins a winning combo.
Gumi’s expression will change.
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The Bingo Balls will pause for 1-2 sec. then move upwards towards 
the bingo cards, past the row above. Bingo cards auto-daub.

3

4 15 di�erent pay-lines the 3-reel slot. 
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As a game production intern at the Game Show Network, I got the opportunity to develop a 
game concept for the company’s round of green-lighting ideas. From this experience, I learned 
how to create a concept and develop a formal proposal for the project, complete with wire-
frames and prototypes. The game is a combination of their two popular games, bingo and 
slots, and follows a space cat named, Gumi, around a candy universe. The game also features 
various bonus games, which gives the player an opportunity to score more coins whenever 
they reach that bonus.

Game Behavior Wireframes (Illustrator)
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ZOMBIE CRITTERS SUMMER 2014

Main Menu (XCode, Illustrator) Instructions (XCode, Illustrator) In-Game (XCode, Illustrator)

As a student enrolled at MakeSchool, I learned how to code in Objective-C and how to use 
XCode. This project was my first mobile game that I shipped to the App Store. I created all of 
the visual assets, gameplay mechanics, and animations/visual effects. The game consists of a 
main menu screen, and about screen, a gameplay screen, and an end game screen. The 
game mechanics utilizes the touch function to allow users to swipe objects at the zombies. 
The objective of the game is to score as many points as possible before the sun comes up. 
Each zombie type is worth a set amount of points. This game also won an award for “Best 
Art” at MakeSchool’s Demo Day, which was held in August 2014 at the computer History 
Museum.
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ZOMBIE CRITTERS SUMMER 2014

Zombie Critter Animation Sprites (Illustrator)
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TYNKER

Farm Props (Illustrator)

Pirate Game Assets (Illustrator)

FALL 2014

I was an intern at Tynker from September 2014 to May 2015. As an intern, I learned how 
different art styles are utilized to attract different age groups. Tynker specializes in helping 
kids learn to code through lessons,tutorials, and games. Part of my role was spent research-
ing STEM subjects and creating lessons pertaining to specific lessons that teachers could 
use as templates for their student’s projects. Another part of my role was to create visual 
assets to be used for educational purposes and for Tynker’s own media gallery.

20



TYNKER

Ada’s House Background: Sunny (Illustrator)

FALL 2014

21

Ada’s House Background: Rainy (Illustrator)



RUVIXX

During my hiatus from school, I acquired a new job as the lead UI/UX designer for Ruvixx. My 
job was to redesign their B2B platform to make it look more consumer facing. As the product 
evolved, I also learned about product design and how to create a logical paradigm that could 
be used across all their other features.

Ruvixx 2.0 Home Page

22
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THESIS SUMMARY
My thesis project is aimed at developing educational mobile games for kids. I decided to 
pursue this project to learn how to develop mobile applications in XCode, using Apple’s 
coding language, Objective-C and Swift. This project was also created to explore how to 
make learning more fun by integrating it with games. First, I started to develop a simple 
interactive app for toddlers to get a grasp of basic object-oriented concepts. Then, I started 
to develop a math game which focused on developing an operation engine for the main 
game mechanic. Lastly, I started to develop a more advanced game that focused on 
learning traditional Chinese characters through the use of arrays and dictionaries. In order
to accomplish my thesis, I had to reach out for help to understand certain bugs and code 
structure issues. 

I also spent time researching popular app store games to analyze what features and styles 
were popular with users. Throughout this development process, I have 
run into the few issues I did not anticipate, such as the release of new operating systems 
and Swift-related bugs. For me, these issues posed a challenge and ultimately hindered my 
production timeline. However, with a better understanding of this pipeline, I have an idea of 
what the future holds for each of my games and hope to make improvements by adding new 
features and updating my code accordingly.

23

To view my thesis development journal, visit: http://yxtonic.tumblr.com
To view a video of my process, code explanations, and gameplay, visit: https://youtu.be/Apse7--ju-I



THESIS SYNOPSIS
Uno Toddler App: From Concept through Development

Before I embark on any production work for a project, I had to begin by doing ample research 
on the actual content I would be creating. The main questions I needed answers to were: 
what kind of applications are available for toddlers currently?  How did the popular mobile
applications on the market achieve success? What does the art style and feasibility of each 
interactive task have to offer? While I had my initial concepts in mind, I wanted to evaluate 
the market and browse through parent reviews to understand what people could expect. 

Next, I drafted a game design document to organize my concepts. The overall concept was 
to build a mock phone for toddlers, complete with various game modes, a fake call button, a 
fake number dialing screen, and a fake contacts page. Initially, I built my mobile application to 
consist of more advanced interactions. There was a shape matching game mode and a color 
matching game mode. The shape matching game mode would generate a random set of 
three shape holes and a matching set of those shapes. To match a shape, the user would 
have to tap and drag a shape to the hole that matches it. The color matching game would 
would show a color on the screen above nine differently colored buttons, and the user would 
have to press the color that matches. I assumed that these would be easy to understand, 
however from my first version and several rounds of testing, I found my assumptions were 
wrong.

Uno Toddler App Version 1.0
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The first issue was there was no way to form an instructional prompt for users to understand 
the desired interaction required from them. The second issue was that these mobile actions 
would have to be learned if the user did not know them already, as in, the user would first 
have to understand how to tap and drag an object on the screen. I knew that the advanced 
interactions I was attempting to ship were not ideal for the majority of my user base. The 
question of usability bias comes to mind, and it is due to this bias, I did not make the right 
call for the initial build of this application. From my personal observations, I had seen older 
toddlers understand the simple mechanics of matching a shape to another shape using the 
tap and drag motion on the screen. However, these were toddlers that were already accus-
tomed to mobile screens and basic interactions, and were nearing 3 years old. Toddlers 
between ages 1 and 2 years old would not have the same level of experience, even if they 
were familiar with the mobile screen. This fact was confirmed when I watched younger tod-
dlers try and interact with the application. In most cases, toddlers between ages 1 and 2 
years of age would not interact with the application with the same precision as toddlers 
between ages 2.5 and 3 years of age. In all the cases, the toddlers would always press the 
thing that grabbed their attention most.

In order to make my toddler application more accessible for a wider range of audience, I had 
to backtrack to my earlier observations on the current mobile application market for my target 
audience. From my observations, I need to draw focus to the interactive elements and get rid 
of any constraints that defined a desired behavior. Hence, I began to rework my game modes 
to create simpler game modes. The shape matching game mode was replaced by simple 
shape buttons that would resize and announce the shape name when pressed. The color 
matching mode was replaced by the alphabet keyboard which would announce the letter 
name when a key is pressed. 

The art style I created for this application was meant 
to appeal to a younger audience. For all my art, I 
used Adobe Illustrator because vector artwork has 
the advantage of being easily resized for various 
mobile devices. I used bright colors for user interface 
elements, and a light neutral beige color for the 
background. My reasoning behind this was to create 
a focus around the interactive elements on all the 
screen. I also added an informational page that can 
be accessed through subtle information icon button. 
The subtleness is meant to deter toddlers from 
interacting with it, however, adults may press the 
icon to go to an “About” page to learn about the 
application. The main menu button was designed to 
resemble the main menu by being beige in color, but 
by also featuring Uno’s face on the button. To me, this 
would create a cognitive connection between visual 
likeness between the main menu screen and the 
button, thusly, suggesting the connection between 
the two and negating the use of written text buttons.

Uno Toddler App Version 2.0
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Uno Toddler App: Code Example from Version 1.0

The Uno Toddler App was created using Spritebuilder and XCode. One of the first pieces of 
code created was the color changing mode. While this color matching mode was later 
replaced by simpler button functions, I considered it one of my more complicated functions 
for the time when I was still learing Objective-C. This specific code structure helped me code
game mechanics for Jetpack Pandie. When the screen loads through the onEnter function, I 
first loaded the color node I created through Spritebuilder. Then, I assigned a color to that 
node and saved it to a variable called _currentColor. This variable was meant to keep track of 
the answer, or the right color that the player would have to match to.  Since I had all the 
colors loaded at once, I used booleans to set the visibility to easily toggle the colors on or off. 

Uno Toddler App: Development Notes

I started this project in late August 2014, using Objective-C and Spritebuilder, and I was 
aiming to deploy to iOS 7. However, major changes were brought upon the overall thesis 
project pipeline when iOS 8 was released in September 2014. Swift, Apple’s new program-
ming language, was also released the same month. Originally, I had planned to build the other 
mobile games, Sleepy Sandman and Jetpack Pandie, in Objective-C. With the release of 
Swift, I felt it necessary to change course and learn how to code in Swift, in order to stay at 
the forefront of the ever-evolving technological sphere. For the Uno Toddler App, I did not 
make the switch to Swift as the majority of the application was already coded in Objective-C. 
With the release of iOS 8, I had to focus on updating my code to be compliant with the new 
operating system. Through the years, I would be focusing on keep my code up to date and 
debugging. 

Uno Toddler App: Spritebuilder Code Connections in Objective-C
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Sleepy Sandman: From Concept through Development

The focus of this game is to help improve basic math skills in form of an endless runner 
game. Since Swift was a new language at the time of this project, the coding challenges 
took up the bulk of my development time. To begin this project, I created a basic game 
design document to unify my game vision. I wanted to create a simple foundation for the 
game, as I would be building in Swift, Apple’s new programming language. While I could not 
predict how stable the language would be or how many bugs the language would bring with 
every operating system update, I knew I had to proceed with caution and start off with simple 
game mechanics. The premise of the game is that Mr. Sandman is sleepy and needs help 
counting sheep to fall asleep. To count the sheep, players will have to solve the randomly 
spawned equation and catch the sheep with the correct answer. The objective of the game 
is to try and collect as many sheep as you can and to build up the line of sheep behind Mr. 
Sandman. However, there are rams that will run across the sky that will try to knock Mr. Sand-
man out of the sky and will also knock a sheep out of line.

With the premise in mind, I started creating character concepts and researching art styles to 
use for the user interface and background. I wanted to keep the art style child-friendly, and 
researched various cartoon styles that I could achieve in a timely manner. I found that the 
artwork done for the show, Samurai Jack, the most inspiring for me. Created by artist, Scott 
Wills, I found his use of colors and simple shapes worked well to create an atmospheric 
landscape. Most importantly, the images were easily discernable on a smaller scale, which 
meant that on a mobile device, this art style could support being on a smaller sized screen.

I created all my assets using Adobe Illustrator to ensure all my assets would be scalable. 
While I was finishing up the assets for the background, characters, and interface elements, I 
was also learning Swift concepts and getting tutored by Morgan Chen, an iOS developer 
currently working at Pandora. Throughout my thesis development, Morgan played an 
important role in accelerating my understanding of Swift. By the time of this project, 
Spritebuilder, the tool I used to create the Uno Toddler App, was no longer available in the 
App Store. It wasn’t a huge setback, as I had my doubts about the combatibility between 
Swift and Spritebuilder. Overall, I felt that developing Sleepy Sandman as a native iOS 
application in XCode would be more stable and allow me to progress faster than if I had used
a third party application such as Spritebuilder.

27

Samurai Jack Backgrounds by Scott Wills



The first thing to create was the main menu screen, which consisted of a background, a 
“Play” button and an “About” button. Next, I began creating the random equation generator. I 
utilized XCode’s playground feature, which is a way to code and prototype Swift code without 
having to create a project, to explore the best way to generate a random number within a set 
number range. I found that arc4random_uniform was the preferred method as it avoids 
modulo bias and will return a uniformly distributed random number that is less than the upper 
bound. Essentially, arc4random_uniform(UInt32(6))+1) will return a random value between 1 
and 6. I felt this range was appropriate for the equation spawning function since the highest 
answer value that could be spawned would be 12, and the highest number half of the 
equation could be would be 6. 

In my method to spawn an equation, I used arc4random_uniform to create a random number 
from a set range for the first number in the equation, the second number in the equation, and 
the equation type. I assigned each of those values to a variable name to be used in the actual 
implementation for the equations. I created constraints for my equation types to ensure that
the answer would never be a negative number or zero.

28

Spawn Equation Function Pt. 1: Obtain Random Values (XCode)

Spawn Equation Function Pt. 2: Equation Type (XCode)
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The first equation type checks to see if the pickEquationType variable is less than or equal to 2 
or if the numberFirst and numberSecond variables are the same. Since I wanted to avoid the 
possibility of having a negative number answer, I made this function to always check to see if 
the numberFirst and numberSecond are the same so I can always make sure they are added 
together. The next line of code formats the string as it would appear in the game. Since I’m 
using operators, the varaible for the equation can be set to the variable for the answer. The 
next equation type checks to see if numberFirst is greater than numberSecond, and if so, will 
format the equation so that numberSecond is subtracted from numberFirst. And since the only 
other possibility would be if numberFirst is less than numberSecond, I used an else statement 
to format the equation so that numberFirst is subtracted from numberSecond. 

Once I had my equations working, I began to work on implementing the sheep characters, 
which is where the numerical numbers will show up on. To check whether or not the player 
collided with the sheep with the right answer, I first wanted to check if the player an sheep 
sprites touched, or overlapped. The CGRectIntersectsRect is a method to check if two 
rectangles intersect, and is used in my game to check the intersection of the bounding boxes 
for the player sprite and the sheep sprite. 

If the value on the sheep is equal to the value of the equation, then the code registers the 
sheep as a successful hit and renames the sheep as “train” to be added in a line behind the 
player. The score value also goes up, and the sheep sprite is cleared of all prior in-game 
behavior. This piece of code is called in the update method, which is run every frame of the 
game. The update method is where I also handle player movement, the scrolling background, 
the game over state, and other collisions with the enemy character.

During my Spring Semester 2015, I was already a part-time student and a full-time intern with 
a company in Mountain View called Tynker. I was actively creating assets for educational
purposes for children of varying ages as a production intern. This helped me understand what 
children look for in games and what kinds of art styles were appropriate for different ages. By 
the end of the semester, I had created a functional version of Sleepy Sandman. After Spring 
Semester 2015, I acquired a new job as a full-time UI/UX designer for Karmic Partners, LLC. 
To ensure my career’s success, I took a hiatus of three months to focus on my new job 
responsibilities. Once I became confident in my new role, I started to revisit my thesis at the 
start of Fall Semester 2015. 

Check Answer & Collision (XCode)
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As Fall Semester 2015 commenced, I started to revisit my code because I knew that the 
operating system updates since I had last work on my project would have spawned new 
bugs, which would require me to update my code to make it compliant to the updated Swift 
conventions. An example of this was the parameter taken by the touchesBegan function. 
Before Swift 1.2, the parameter taken was touches: Set<NSSet>, but the then current version 
of Swift changed this parameter to touches: Set<NSObject>; this would later change in Swift 3 
to touches: Set<UITouch>. Once I made my project code compliant, I focused on creating 
visual effects for the equation generator function. The effects were created programmatically, 
using SpriteKit’s library of particle effecs, or .sks files. I also experimented with screen aspect 
ratios to see how the game would look on various devices and to determine the best way to 
represent the game scene on both an iPhone 4s and an iPad. 

I began running my game on my own devices to test it out. I found that the equation being 
positioned in the cloud was hindered by the cloud’s size. Eventually, I fixed this by moving the 
equation to the top top of the Sandman’s hat. The same issue could be found on the sheep, 
so I made the font size bigger. Other fixes included: adjusting the ram speed so the player 
wasn’t so easy to hit, creating a function that would spawn a range of numbers closest to the 
answer to make create the illusion of randomization of numbers for answers, and create the 
loading screen. By the December 2015, I had a more polished version of Sleepy Sandman 
and started to code Jetpack Pandie.

Sleepy Sandman: Development Notes

My first attempt to ship the minimum viable product in March 2016 failed as I hadn’t made 
the code compliant for iOS 9. I spent a couple weeks trying to understand the bug that was 
reported by couldn’t find the reason immediately. I later found out that there was a different 
order to how each sprite was being loaded onto the screen. I had never set a z-position for 
my background, popup windows, or buttons, but it seemed that there were times when the 
buttons would load beneath the background layer. To fix this, I added the z-positions for 
every node that was to be rendered on screen. I have not tried shipping version 1.1 yet, as I 
would like to get the shield powerup functional. I have adjusted my production timeline and 
extended the ship dates to June 2016.

Sleepy Sandman: Rejected Binary Message 
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The Land of Lernin: The New Art Style

One of the pivotal points of my thesis happened when I met with Jason Weesner for thesis 
guidance around the end of the semester in Fall 2015. Before the meeting, I designed each 
game to look slightly different and own a different art style. Jason suggested to unify the 
styles to create a more marketable game package and to create a fictional backstory for all 
the characters. Per his advice, I created a fiction universe, called the Land of Lernin, and 
started creating a consisten style for my characters.

Out of all the original characters, I felt that Uno and Pandie were the most alike and decided 
to create a base character template from them. With the character template, I redesigned the 
Sandman character. For the style, I adopted a flat color style across all my characters. Uno 
would still have to be a square face to resemble a mobile phone, but Pandie and the Sand-
man would both feature round faces. All the characters share the same facial proportions. 
Once I created new sprites for my characters and ensured visual consistency across my 
games, I began updating my games with the new artwork.

Sleepy Sandman with old character design (XCode) Sleepy Sandman with new character design (XCode)

Character Redesigns from left to right: Mr. Sandman, Uno, Pandie
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Jetpack Pandie: From Concept through Development

As the last game on my production timeline, I did not start conceptualizing until the later half 
of Spring Semester 2015. Since I was basing the game mechanics off of Flappy Bird, the 
main challenge was understanding how to rework pre-existing mechanics into a new type of 
game. I had been supplementing my coding efforts for Sleepy Sandman with creating assets 
for Jetpack Pandie. By the end of the semester, I had completed most of the preliminary art 
assets needed for the game: the character sprites, background, foreground, logo, user inter-
face elements, some vocabulary images, and some character bubbles. For the character, I 
enlisted the help of my friend, Allison Wong, to create the first concepts for the character. The 
premise for Jetpack Pandie is that Pandie is practicing flying with a jetpack, and the main fuel 
for the jetpack runs on bubbles. Pandie needs help collecting the right bubbles and hands out 
picture clues on the chalkboard to show the player which bubble is needed. There is no 
penalty for getting the wrong bubble. I wanted players to feel like they could learn and 
improve their Chinese vocabulary, and found that penalizing the player for getting the 
wong answer could be overly frustrating.

As my coding responsibilities waned for Sleepy Sandman, I began creating the basic 
foundation for Jetpack Pandie. With this mobile game project, I wanted to transform Flappy 
Bird’s original concepts, using the SpriteKit framework within XCode and Swift, to turn it into 
a game that helps players memorize and learn Chinese characters. I hypothesized that this 
could be a great tool to learn since it makes use of a simple and popular game mechanic, 
and would encourage users to score more points by memorizing Chinese vocabulary.

Flappy Bird developed by Dong Nguyen (2013)
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As a proof-of-concept project, I wanted to focus on a small set of vocabulary words to use in 
the game. Eventually, I would like to scale this game to include multiple sets of vocabulary 
words. 

During Fall Semester 2015, I focused on coding Jetpack Pandie’s game mechanics. As with 
Sleepy Sandman, I started off with the main menu. Implementing the background assets, 
logo, and play button took less than a week. Then, I started familiarizing myself with the 
physics simulator from the SpriteKit framework, which was not too different from the physics 
engine I used in Spritebuilder. I was cautious when creating the character controls because I 
wanted it to be easy for users to tap and navigate the scene, easier than the original Flappy 
Bird game. In the original Flappy Bird game, the player character was hard to control because 
the vertical impulse and the gravity were both high values. For Jetpack Pandie, I dampened 
those values to make it easier for players to control the character. Unlike Sleepy Sandman, 
the character in Jetpack Pandie would remain in a fixed x-position, and only move up or 
down on the y-axis. I simulated an endless runner by having the ground loop underneath the 
player. This way, the only thing moving on the x-axis was the ground, since the background 
was a static image.

To make it easier to learn the vocabulary words, I also added a textual prompt at the bottom 
of the screen to help player’s make the connection between the game mechanics. Unlike 
Sleepy Sandman, Jetpack Pandie assumes that the players will eventually get the hang of the 
mechanics and I have not implemented any sort of instructions screen. To me, the textual 
prompt should be enough to have the players understand the objective of the game as it is 
presented as an empty sentence that needs to be filled in. Since it can be frustrating if the 
game ends whenever the player collides with the wrong bubble, I changed the rules to be 
more forgiving. Players can only gain points, but can’t lose any. However, if the player hits the 
ground, then the game ends automatically. 

Jetpack Pandie: Main Menu Jetpack Pandie: Game Start Jetpack Pandie: In-Game
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To create the random vocabulary function, I started by creating an array, called vocabWords, 
where I could store all my vocabulary words as strings. Then, I created a dictionary, called 
picMappings, to create a paired value with each vocabulary words to give me a way to match 
up the vocabulary word with an image files name. The dictionary consists of a key and a 
value, where the key and the value are paired together. For every vocabulary word, there 
would be a matching picture which would have the same name. The actual execution of each 
function isn’t called until the spawnVocab method is called. Within this method, I set up a 
variable to represent the picture that appears on Pandie’s chalkboard, which picks a random 
word from the vocabulary arrary. 

Once the vocabulary word is retrieved from the randomWord method, I retrieve the matching 
key to that word from the picMappings dictionary to retrieve the image file name that it is 
paired with and I saved it to another variable called pictureName. 
Now that I have the image file name, I set a sprite node image to be equal to it, so that it 
loads that image as the csprite, which is shorthand for “current sprite”. This word is also set 
to a variable, called curAnswer, which is meant to keep track of the current answer that is the 
same as the image file name being spawned on the chalkboard. To make sure this sprite 
node spawns on top of the chalkboard, I set the z-position to be 50, then positioned it relative 
to the player before adding it to the game scene.

Jetpack Pandie: Development Notes

With the release of iOS 9 and Swift 3, I felt the need to finally update my software. This, of 
course, brought upon a new slew of bugs and code compliancy requests that I have not been 
able to complete in time to ship. As with Sleepy Sandman, I suspect my binary for Jetpack 
Pandie will be rejected. I plan to work on Jetpack Pandie further, once I successfull ship 
Sleepy Sandman.

Jetpack Pandie: Random Vocabulary Word Spawner (XCode)



UNO TODDLER APP: GAME DESIGN DOC

Introduction
The Uno Toddler App is an interactive suite of various modes of play and learning aimed at keeping 
a toddler entertained while helping to strengthen core cognitive concepts such as numbers, colors, 
shapes, and animals. Using the game development engine, Spritebuilder, this iOS game will be 
ported over to XCode for further development. The game will feature art and colors that are suitable 
for young minds.

Game Modes
Phone Mode: A number pad where users can click on the buttons to hear how the numbers are
pronounced.

Animal Mode: Various animals will show up as contacts for the phone and users can select to call
one at a time to hear animal sounds.

Alphabet Mode: A keypad will show up with all the letters of the alphabet. Users can press the
letters to display it on the main window and hear how the letter is pronounced.

Shape Mode: Various shape buttons wili display on the screen. User can press the shapes to
hear how the shape’s names are pronounced.

Genre
Educational / Mobile

Art Style
The art style will be unified across all games. To appeal to a younger audience, the art style will
embody a simple, cartoonish look. For the Uno Toddler App, all assets will be in a flat color style,
with some buttons resembling stickers. The stickers will always have a white outline.

Audience
(Toddlers) Ages 1-3

Platform
iOS Mobile (iPhone 4, 4s, 5, 5s)

MONKEY
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Initial Button Designs

Initial App Icon Design Initial Logo Design
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UNO TODDLER APP: VECTOR ASSETS



Logo

About Label

More Info Button

App Icon

Shape Mode Button Number Mode Button Alphabet Mode Button Main Menu Button

Contacts Button 1 Contacts Button 2 Call Button Hang Up Button

UNO TODDLER APP: VECTOR ASSETS
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Alphabet Keypad Animal Buttons

UNO TODDLER APP: VECTOR ASSETS
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Number Buttons (Illustrator)

UNO TODDLER APP: ASSETS

Shape Buttons
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Sleepy Sandman is an endless runner mobile game that focuses on improving basic math skills 
for children ages 4-8. Users play as Mr. Sandman, who is sleepy and needs help counting sheep. 
To count the sheep, users will have to solve the equation that spawns inside Mr. Sandman’s cloud 
and catch the sheep with the corrent answer. The objective of the game is to try and collect as
many sheep as you can and to build of the sheep train behind Mr. Sandman. However, there are 
rams that will run across the sky that will try to knock Mr. Sandman out of the sky and will also 
knock a sheep out of line.

Introduction

Genre
Educational / Mobile

Audience
Ages 5+

Platform
iOS Mobile (iPhone 4, 4s, 5, 5s)

Game Modes
Players control the Sandman character by tapping on the screen to denote the position the character
should move to. A randomly generated equation will spawn in the cloud beneath the character. To
score points, the player must collect the sheep with the right answer that matches the cloud equation.
Players can accumulate sheep as they collect more correct answers. However, a battering ram will
try to hit the player. Being hit by the ram will result in losing sheep and points. 

Art Style
The art style will be unified across all games. To appeal to a younger audience, the art style will
embody a simple, cartoonish look. Soft gradients will be used for the backgrounds and flat colors
will be used for the characters. 

SLEEPY SANDMAN: GAME DESIGN DOC
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Initial Logo Design Initial User Interface Design

Initial Sandman Character Sprites

Initial In-Game Sheep Design

SLEEPY SANDMAN: VECTOR ASSETS

Initial In-Game Ram Design
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SLEEPY SANDMAN: VECTOR ASSETS

Logo

Loading Label

App Icon



Background

Shield Power-Up Sheep Character Ram Character

Sandman Character Sprites

SLEEPY SANDMAN: VECTOR ASSETS
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User Interface Elements

End Game Popup Window About Popup Window

SLEEPY SANDMAN: ASSETS
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Art Style
The art style will be unified across all games. To appeal to a younger audience, the art style will
embody a simple, cartoonish look. Soft gradients will be used for the backgrounds and game objects,
and flat colors will be used for the characters. 

Jetpack Pandie is an endless runner mobile game that focuses on helping users memorize traditional 
Chinese characters by using mechanics inspired by Flappy Bird. As a gamified take on Flappy Bird’s
machanics, this game also serves as an alternative to studying with flashcards. The game has two
settings: Study mode and Quiz mode. Study mode is used for learning Chinese characters, while
Quiz mode is used to test oneself on their Chinese vocabulary. There is also a setting to filter what
category of vocabulary will be used in the game.

Introduction

Genre
Educational / Mobile

Audience
Ages 5+

Platform
iOS Mobile (iPhone 4, 4s, 5, 5s)

Game Play
To start the game, users will tap on the screen. Players will have to tap constantly to make sure the
Pandie character doesn’t hit the ground. Hitting the ground results in an automatice game over state. 
Pandie is holding a chalkboard, where images will show up. Along the game level, various traditional 
Chinese characters will float around in bubbles. To get points, players will have to pop the Chinese 
character bubble that matches the image on Pandie’s chalkboard. When a player collides with a 
bubble that is not a match, that character bubble will flash red.  The game rewards the player for 
getting a match by through points. Getting a wrong answer will not be penalized.

JETPACK PANDIE: GAME DESIGN DOC
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JETPACK PANDIE: ASSETS

Logo

App Icon

Practive Traditional Chinese Vocabulary

Vocab ImagesCharacter Bubbles
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Pandie Character Sprites

Background

Foreground

Instructions

JETPACK PANDIE: ASSETS
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User Interface Elements

Labels

Popups

JETPACK PANDIE: ASSETS
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE
2014

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

INTERNSHIP: GSN INTERNSHIP: TYNKERMAKESCHOOL IOS CAMP

OLD THESIS: TRIEX THESIS 
CHANGE

Uno Toddler App

- Created UI assets
- Created animal assets
- Created Uno’s face

Sep.
Oct.

Oct.
Nov.

Dec.

Uno Toddler App

- Recorded sounds
- Created animations

Uno Toddler App

- Coded main menu
- Coded basic matching engine
- Coded color match
- Collision debug

- iOS 8 compliancy fixes
- Debug

ART

Aug.

Sep.

Mobile Games thesis approved.

THESIS CHANGESep.

Uno Toddler App

- Research app market
- Conceptualize app

RESEARCH

EFFECTS

CODE
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE
2015

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Mar. Sleepy Sandman

- Create UI assets
- Create characters
- Create animations
- Create background art

Uno Toddler App

- Redesign game modes for
  ease of user for toddlers
- Recode to game modes

ART

Mar.
May

May
Aug.

Sleepy Sandman

- Code equation generator
- Code main menu
- Code player collisions

CODE
CODE

New Job

Started working as a UI/UX
designer and consultant in
San Francisco/Mountain View.
During this time, I felt it was 
necessary to adjust and give
my full attention to my career.

HIATUS

HIATUS: NEW JOBINTERNSHIP: TYNKER

Jan. Sleepy Sandman

- Research app market
- Conceptualize app

RESEARCH

Jan.
Feb.

Jetpack Pandie

- Research app market
- Conceptualize app

RESEARCH

Jetpack Pandie

- Brainstorm character 
  concept with artist

ARTApr.
May

Jetpack Pandie

- Code menu
- Code tutorial
- Code player movement
- Fix bugs

CODEOct.
Nov.

Dec.

Nov. Jetpack Pandie

- Implement sound e�ects

EFFECTS

Oct.
Nov.

Jetpack Pandie

- Code research: collision models,
   physics body, Swift conventions

RESEARCH

Feb.
Mar.

Uno Toddler App

- Conducted user research for
  usability insights
- Analyze results to determine
  how to improve app

RESEARCH

Sep. Sleepy Sandman

- Implement sound e�ects

EFFECTS

Sep.
Oct.

Sleepy Sandman

- Fix bugs and create loading screen
- Experiment with aspect ratios
  for UI placement

CODE
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE
2016

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

WORKING FULL-TIME

Jan.
Feb.

Sleepy Sandman

- Create Particle E�ects
- Redo Character Art

ART

Jan.
Mar.

Sleepy Sandman

- Fix bugs
- Implement Particle E�ect
- Finalize UI and About screen

CODE

Jetpack Pandie

- Redo Character Art

ARTJan.
Feb.

Jan.
Feb.

- Redo Character Art
- Restyle UI

ART Uno Toddler App

Jetpack Pandie

- Implement vocabulary words
- Code gameplay
- Finalize UI

CODEFeb.
Apr.

- Finalize UI
- Fix bugs

CODEFeb.
Apr. Uno Toddler App

- Prepare apps for shipping
- Make compliant for App Store
- Create Screenshots
- Create market story
- Create package screenshots

SHIP V.1Apr.
Jun. Production Package

* To ship apps, Apple takes
2-4 weeks to review the binary
submitted. It may take longer. 

Jul.
Aug.

Sleepy Sandman

- Di�culty settings for certain
 grades: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

CODE

Aug.
Sep.

Jetpack Pandie

- Create study mode
- Create vocab word options

CODE

Sep.
Oct.

Uno Toddler App

- Add interactive puzzle mode
- Add instrument discovery mode

CODE
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Course Timeline
Spring 2012

ANM 623 MS: 3D Modeling & Animation Instructor: Peter Whiteside
Instructor: Daniel MillerGAM 601 MS: Elements of Video Games
Instructor: Francis LivingstonILL 610 MS: Clothes Figure Drawing

Summer 2012
GLA 603 Anthropology: Experiencing Culture Instructor: Jennifer Taylor

Instructor: John HesslerGLA 623 History and Techniques of Games

Fall 2012
GAM 602 MS: Game Theory & Level Design Instructor: Christian Chang

Instructor: Scott BerkenkotterGAM 605 MS: Scripting for Video Games 1
Instructor: David GoodwineGAM 615 MS: Vector Graphic Games

Fall 2013
GAM 800/GAM 190: Mobile UI and UX Instructor: Dayvid Jones

Instructor: Mark GirouardGAM 800/GAM 370: Level Design for Video Games 1
Instructor: Pryce JonesGAM 801 MS: Group Directed Study: Pipeline Process for Thesis

Spring 2014
GAM 800/GAM 360: Environmental Modeling for Games 2 Instructor: Dustin Aber

Instructor: Mark GirouardGAM 800/GAM 602 MS: Game Theory & Level Design

Fall 2015
WNM 606 MS: Principles of UX Instructor: Wendy Stengel

Spring 2016
GLA 670 Professional Practices for Animation, VFX, & Games Instructor: Virginie D'Annoville

Spring 2015
GAM 800/GAM 190: Mobile UI and UX Instructor: Justin Howard

Instructor: Pryce JonesGAM 900 MS: Internship for all Game Design students

Spring 2013
GAM 604 MS: Modeling for Games 1 Instructor: T.J. Jung

Instructor: Pryce JonesGAM 631 MS: Portfolio & Thesis Preparation
Instructor: Robin DaoGAM 651 MS: Prototype Game Development

Summer 2013
GLA 601 The Renaissance Art World & Its Classical Origins Instructor: Cheryl Barton
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